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INTRODUCTION  
ICSTIS, the independent regulator for the content and promotion of premium rate service, 
is consulting on proposed changes to its Directory Enquiry (DQ) Guideline for the new 
DQ services operating on the 118 prefix. DQ services are premium rate services that fall 
within the scope of ICSTIS regulation. 
 
ICSTIS decided that all those intending to run the new 118 services should be subject to a 
‘prior permission’ requirement. A Guideline was issued which amplified the provisions 
of the Code of Practice as it applied to this new industry sector.  The Guideline also set 
out specific conditions for the way in which DQ services should be promoted and 
operated, which have been included as standard in all permission certificates which have 
been issued. 
 
The Guideline for Directory Enquiry services was issued on October 1 2002 in time for 
the launch of the new 118 services launched on December 10 2002, the date for 
liberalisation set by Oftel. ICSTIS therefore agreed to monitor the situation and review 
the Guideline after a suitable period based on actual experience of the new services.  
 
It has now been over a year since the new 118 services were launched. A considerable 
body of evidence is now available: ICSTIS’ own complaint statistics; an extensive 
ICSTIS monitoring exercise; a joint Oftel/ICSTIS research project; and the input made at 
an Oftel/ICSTIS sponsored Directory Enquiries workshop.  All of this evidence points to 
the need to make some revisions to the Directory Enquiry Guideline. Proposals for 
change are set out in this consultation paper, and comments on the proposals are invited. 
 
How to submit your responses 
Responses should be submitted no later than 2 April 2004 to:  
 
Suhail Bhat 
Policy Advisor 
ICSTIS 
Clove Building 
4 Maguire Street 
London 
SE1 2NQ 
Tel: 020 7940 7412 
Fax:   020 7940 7456 
Email: sbhat@icstis.org.uk 
Web: www.icstis.org.uk 
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Further copies of this consultation paper are available from:  
 
Charlotte Jordan 
External Affairs and Policy Administrator 
ICSTIS 
Clove Building 
4 Maguire Street 
London 
SE1 2NQ 
 
E-mail:  cjordan@icstis.org.uk 
Direct tel: 020 7940 7415 
 
Publication of responses 
All responses are treated as public documents by ICSTIS unless respondents specifically 
state that their response is private. Please indicate on your response if you would like all 
or part of it to be treated as confidential.  
 
Timescales and Next Steps 
Respondents are given 6 weeks to respond to this consultation document. After this time, 
the Committee will examine all responses received and determine how the Guideline 
should be amended. There will be a transitional period before version 2 of the Guideline 
comes into force.  
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ICSTIS AND THE PREMIUM RATE MARKET 
Set up in 1986, ICSTIS (the Independent Committee for the Supervision of Standards of 
Telephone Information Services) is responsible for setting and reviewing the standards 
relating to the content and promotion of premium rate services through a Code of Practice 
recognised by Ofcom. ICSTIS investigates public complaints, monitors services, 
recommends measures to achieve compliance with the Code, and publishes information 
relating to its work. In order to continue to protect and inform consumers faced with 
constantly changing technology, ICSTIS regularly reviews its regulatory regime, 
consulting widely to obtain a cross-section of opinion.   
 
To find more information about ICSTIS, please visit www.icstis.org.uk 
 
The UK premium rate industry is estimated to be worth some £1billion annually. Over 
4,000 companies, ranging from large media-owned organisations to smaller, specialist 
operations, provide a wide range of entertainment and information services. Premium rate 
services can be accessed in various ways - by phone, fax, PC (email, internet, bulletin 
board), mobile (SMS/WAP) or interactive TV. Most premium rate services are advertised 
on 090 dialling codes. To ensure DQ services could be easily recognised, Oftel 
introduced the 118 prefix which is unique to DQ operations. Certain services on mobile 
phones may also use short access codes, often followed by a key word describing the 
service (for example 87878 VOTE). 
 
THE LIBERALISATION OF THE DIRECTORY ENQUIRIES MARKET 
Directory Enquiries used to be run by telephone companies using the number 192. 
Although the charges made for calls to 192 were at a premium rate, Oftel had made a 
special exemption which left the 192 service outside the scope of ICSTIS regulation. This 
situation changed when it was decided to end the 192 service and introduce competition 
in the provision of DQ services. New competitive services, using the new DQ-specific 
prefix 118, were launched in December 2002 in parallel with the existing 192 service.  In 
August 2003 the 192 number was withdrawn, for the purpose of providing a DQ service, 
leaving only 118 services available. 118 services have no exemption from ICSTIS 
regulation, and are subject to the provisions of its Code of Practice, and to the Guideline 
for Directory Enquiry Services. 
 
ESTABLISHING THE NEW MARKET 
New entrants to the DQ market made it clear from the start that they intended to offer a 
wider range of services than had traditionally been available from the 192 service. They 
set out to provide a variety of niche market services – localised information, information 
about entertainment services, for example – but they also decided to offer not just the 
number itself but the opportunity to connect the customer directly to that number. This is 
known as ‘call completion’ or ‘onward connection’. They also had more innovative 
charging arrangements than 192, using a combination of fixed and variable charges. The 
fixed charges could simply be an access fee to use the service, or for a certain initial 
amount of time; thereafter, calls were charged on a time basis. 
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Because it was an issue of significant public interest, the media reported extensively on 
the changes as they were introduced. This in turn helped make sure that awareness of the 
change, and of the new 118 prefix, was high among members of the public. Media 
interest increased and a degree of criticism arose in August 2003, when the 192 number 
was withdrawn. Consumer confidence is crucial to the success of the industry, and 
service providers have shown they are sensitive to this point in the changes they have 
already made in the light of their experience. 
 
THE FIRST YEAR’S OPERATION 
In looking at whether the Guideline on Directory Enquiry Services has, in practice, 
provided an effective regulatory regime, ICSTIS has reviewed evidence from a number 
of sources about how the DQ market has worked in its first year: statistics of the 
complaints which it has received, its own monitoring exercise, an Oftel/ICSTIS joint 
research project, and feedback from a DQ workshop jointly sponsored by Oftel and 
ICSTIS. All of these sources are reproduced at Annexes 2 – 6. 
 
ICSTIS believes that the Guideline as currently drafted has served its purpose well: it has 
provided a high level of protection to consumers while, at the same time, it sets a fair and 
proportionate framework for service operators. However, certain areas have clearly given 
rise to consumer concern, and service providers also have their own concerns.  
 
ICSTIS saw an increase of complaints in 2003, peaking in September. Initially, 
complaints were mostly about the promotion of services (particularly pricing 
information) rather than the services themselves, but once a range of services were up 
and running the emphasis of complaints moved on to the way in which the services 
operate.   
 
The largest number of complaints relate to the provision of the wrong information or the 
wrong number. This coincides with the focus of much of the media attention, which was 
on number accuracy. This failure was often exacerbated when customers tried to obtain 
redress, calling back – again at premium rate – to ask for the same details again and/or to 
try to obtain a refund. Several customers complained because they had been unable to 
obtain a refund or had been promised a refund that had not then arrived. Some customers 
also complained that, when it did, if it arrived in the form of a cheque, for perhaps 30p or 
40p, and for a business customer paying the cheque in cost the business more than its 
value. 
 
Customers are also unclear about how much a DQ call will cost. The use of a two-part 
charging mechanism (fixed plus variable) is likely to have played a major part in creating 
this confusion. Several customers commented that pricing information did not ‘make 
sense’.   
 
The third major complaint was about call completion. Most of these complaints were 
about the lack of pricing information (or about pricing information being given too late), 
but a small number of complaints were from people who had not requested call 
completion but had still been transferred (with no mention of call costs). 
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From the service providers’ point of view, particularly as expressed at the DQ workshop, 
there was some frustration over the accuracy of the information with which they 
themselves were provided. They stated that the Guideline was not clear in its advice on 
what was required of them in respect of providing clear and unambiguous pricing 
information, particularly in relation to call completion. They, too, had some problems 
with the question of refunds. The administrative cost of providing very small face-value 
cheques is considerable, and they were themselves exploring alternative ways of 
providing recompense to customers. They had also found that a number – albeit a very 
small number – of customers were abusing their willingness to give refunds, and they had 
had to find ways of managing this problem. 
 
PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE 
ICSTIS has already addressed the issues of providing adequate information on pricing 
both in promotional material and during the course of a call, drawing its concern formally 
to the industry’s attention in correspondence in September (the 29th) and October (the 
9th). Breaches of prior permission requirements on pricing are almost exclusively the 
reason for the warnings and fines (totalling nearly £60,000), which have already been 
imposed on DQ service providers. However, in light of all the evidence now available it 
seems appropriate to recommend changes to the Guideline, to respond to both consumer 
and industry views. The intention of the proposed changes is to increase the clarity of the 
Guideline, and to achieve a targeted, proportionate and accountable regulatory regime for 
DQ services. 
 
Listed below, in order, is each section of the Guideline and the proposal for its retention 
un-amended or to be changed. The Guideline itself is attached as Annex 1; this shows the 
Guideline as it is presently written with the proposed changes. 
 
• Definition of DQ services 
There are no proposed changes to this section of the Guideline. 
 
• Prior Permission 
 
Highlighted Issue 
Some service providers have asked whether our regulations bite on DQ services provided 
on all platforms. The Committee would like to make clear that ICSTIS regulates all 
premium rate services, including DQ, regardless of platform. We have, for clarity, 
included the words “regardless of platform” to make our remit clear.  
 
Proposed Amendment 
The proposed amended paragraph on page two of the Guideline now states: 
 
“All DQ services, regardless of platform and whether on the designated 118XXX dialling 
code or otherwise, will require prior written permission from ICSTIS before they can 
operate.  
 
Do you agree with this proposal?   
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• Pricing Information 
 
Highlighted issue 
There are two areas of significant concern for ICSTIS in relation to pricing. They are 
pricing prominence and pricing on onward connection. These will be dealt with 
separately below.  
 
1) Pricing Prominence 
The Committee is concerned over repeated breaches of its Code by some DQ service 
providers. These breaches of the Code have led to the Committee imposing significant 
sanctions on various DQ service providers in respect of non-compliant promotional 
material. This concern is echoed in both the monitoring we have undertaken and the 
complaints received from consumers and from the industry.  
 
On 29 September 2003, the Committee reminded all providers of the basic requirement to 
include adequate call costs in all promotions and advised that continued breaches of the 
Code of Practice may result in an escalation of the size of fines imposed or in other 
action. The Committee firmly believes that consumers should have a full understanding of 
the likely charge to call a premium rate service before dialling. For this reason the ICSTIS 
Code of Practice (paragraph 3.4.1) requires that all promotional material carries call cost 
information in the form of a numerical price per minute and that all such pricing information 
should be prominent.  
 
In originally formulating the policy for pricing information, the Committee was persuaded 
that compulsory pricing information at initial connection to the DQ service would be 
disproportionate in terms of the harm it was trying to prevent. The Committee still believes 
this to be the case. However, it is concerned by the continuation of complaints to ICSTIS. 
Whilst the Oftel/ICSTIS research shows that 70% of consumers are aware that different 
service providers charge different rates, the Committee nevertheless believes that the basic 
pricing premise that consumers must be aware of call costs before calling a premium rate 
service must be maintained. 
 
Proposed Amendment  
On page three, the proposed amended paragraph now states: 
 
“The pricing information should appear adjacent to or in close proximity to the premium 
rate number and in a font size which does not cause the reader to search for it in 
comparison with the prominence of the DQ number itself.” 
 
This requirement would also form part of the specific conditions in the prior permission 
certificate.  
 
Do you believe that consumers will benefit from this proposal?  
Are there other, viable, alternatives? 
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2) Pricing for onward connection 
We have identified some areas where performance has not been compliant with the 
requirements of the prior permission certificate. This has seemed to be particularly the 
case in relation to call completion. The Oftel/ICSTIS research showed that 30% of 
consumers were not offered the price for onward connection and 44% were simply not 
offered the number before being connected. The Committee is concerned by this data. It 
is a basic requirement of the ICSTIS Code of Practice that call cost information is given 
at the start of any call to a live service. In the case of Directory Enquiry services it has, to 
date, been agreed that this is not required if promotional material carries such information 
and if pricing is also given at the point at which callers are given the choice to complete a 
call via the DQ provider where this option is available to them. Where call completion is 
offered, permission to operate DQ services is conditional upon pricing information being 
given to the consumer before the call is transferred. ICSTIS intended this statement to 
mean that a cost warning is given at the point at which the caller makes the choice 
whether or not to complete the call. Callers should hear the cost information and should 
then be able to choose not to complete the call and exercise the option of obtaining the 
number at that point, without re-dialling the service. 
 
Proposed Amendment 
The following proposed paragraph has now been included in the pricing information 
section of the Guideline (page 4) to clarify the Committee intent (this will form part of 
the specific conditions of the permission certificate):  
 
“A consumer must be given the explicit choice to be:  

o Given the full number or 
o Have the call completed at £Xp per minute. 

 Callers should hear the cost information and should be able to choose not to complete 
the call but to exercise the option of obtaining the number at that point, without re-
dialling the service. 
 
The Committee believes that suitable wording may include (but not exclusively):  
 
‘Would you like the number which is 01282 xxxxxx, or would you like to be connected at 
xxp per minute?’, or 
 
‘Would you like the number or would you like to be connected at xxp per minute?’” 
 
Does the proposal make clear the Committee intent?  
Do you believe this to be a workable proposal? If not, why not?  
Are there any other alternatives? 
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• Advertisements with short shelf lives (TV commercials/Billboards etc.) 
 
Highlighted Issue 
There is the potential for service providers to change their pricing structures after an 
advertising campaign has finished. Of course, given the size and scope of some advertising 
campaigns and the fact that they rely on the memorability of the DQ number and the pricing, 
this means that the advertised cost of the services may linger on in the minds of consumers. 
However, we acknowledge that, in some cases (and despite a price change), the average cost 
to the consumer may not in fact change. In the original Guideline, the Committee included 
a paragraph in the Guideline stating that, for advertisements with long shelf lives, pricing 
must state that it is correct at the time of printing. However, the Committee waived the 
need to state pricing on initial connection if the pricing is altered. Several comments from 
consumers and the media have raised concerns that, if there is a significant increase in price 
(in the short term), then there must be some form of information provided to the consumers 
of that service.  
 
Given the relatively low cost of the majority of calls made to DQ services, the Committee 
has examined the various pricing structures available and is proposing that if, as a result of a 
price change, the cost to a consumer for the first minute of the call does not increase, then 
no price change warning need be given. If the cost to the consumer for the first minute 
increases, then a price warning must be provided. This would be voluntary if the average 
cost to the consumer decreased rather than increased.  
 
Proposed Amendment 
The following proposed paragraph has now been included in the pricing information 
section of the Guideline to clarify the Committee intent (this will form part of the specific 
conditions of the permission certificate):  
 
“Where, for an advertisement with a short shelf life, the average cost to the consumer for 
the first minute of the call increases following a publicity campaign (as a result of a price 
increase by the service provider), the service provider must ensure that pricing is 
provided on connection for a period of 2 weeks or until new promotional material is 
made available.” 
 
Do you believe this to be a workable proposal? If not, why not?   
Are there other alternatives that could be utilised in either scenario? 
 
• Likely charges and differential pricing 
 
Highlighted Issue 
There appears to be general confusion amongst consumers and, at times, by ICSTIS as to 
the exact cost of a call. While the Guideline provides examples of wording the 
Committee recommended that service providers use, it has been suggested that the 
Guideline does not include realistic examples of likely pricing information. ICSTIS has 
made changes to the format of the examples (given that two part charging seems very 
common).  
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Proposed Amendment 
The following proposed paragraph has now been included in the pricing information 
section of the Guideline to clarify the Committee intent: 
 
“Calls cost £Xp on connection and £Xp per minute thereafter; calls from mobiles and 
some networks may be higher. 
- Calls cost £Xp one off charge and £Xp per minute thereafter; calls from mobiles and 
some networks may be higher. 
- Calls cost £Xp on connection and £Xp per minute thereafter; calls from mobiles and 
some other networks may cost more. 
- Calls cost £Xp one off charge and £Xp per minute thereafter; calls from mobiles and 
some other networks may cost more. 
- Calls cost £Xp on connection and £Xp per minute thereafter from BT landlines.  
- Calls cost £Xp one off charge and £Xp per minute thereafter from BT landlines. 
- Calls cost £Xp on connection and £Xp per minute thereafter from BT landlines. Calls 
from BT public payphones may cost more and additional features may not be 
accessible.”  
 
Do you agree with this proposal?  
Are there other alternatives that could be included in the Guideline?  
 
• Refunding Consumers 
 
Highlighted Issue 
In the original consultation, several DQ service providers suggested that if a consumer is 
unable to obtain the information sought (and which was legitimately available and not ex-
directory, for example) then they should be offered either a refund or a credit. At the 
time, it appeared that this was common practice and the Committee included a paragraph 
in the Guideline reflecting this.  
 
However, the Oftel/ICSTIS research shows that 20% of callers who did not obtain the 
correct details or who experienced problems were not offered refunds. Service providers 
have put arguments forward that the Guideline does not require them to offer a refund 
unless the consumer specifically asks them for one. This was not the intention of the 
ICSTIS Committee. The adoption of this stance by some sections of the industry has led 
to complaints from the general public and a Member of Parliament who has written to 
ICSTIS and noted that the Guideline is more robust on this issue than current industry 
practice.  
 
Proposed Amendment 
The Committee proposes the following amendment to the paragraph on page 5 of the 
Guideline:  
 
“The Committee expects that consumers who have been unable to obtain the information 
they were seeking (and which was otherwise available and not ex-Directory) will be 
offered refunds or credits (including provision of stamps for example) for the price of the 
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call should a complaint be made and regardless of whether or not the complainant 
specifically requests a refund. The refund should include the cost of the original call and 
the subsequent call to complain.” 
 
This amended provision would form part of the specific condition of the prior permission 
certificate.  
 
Do you agree with this proposal?  
 
• Address information 
There are no proposed changes to this section of the Guideline.  
 
• Data Protection 
There are no proposed changes to this section of the Guideline.  
 
• Call completion to premium rate services 
There are no proposed changes to this section of the Guideline.  

• Provisions Relating Specifically to Live Services 
There are no proposed changes to this section of the Guideline.  
 
NEXT STEPS 
Following receipt of responses to this consultation document, ICSTIS will consider how 
to amend the existing Guideline. If any substantive new issue is raised during the course 
of this consultation exercise, further consultation may take place. There will be a 
transitional period before any revised version of the Guideline comes into force, to allow 
service providers to make any adjustments to their services which may be necessary to 
comply with the new version. 
 
What is already clear from this review is that there are other issues relating to DQ 
services that cannot be dealt with by amending the Guideline or through enforcement of 
the prior permission requirements as they are generic in nature and may affect other types 
of premium rate services as well. These issues (such as what constitutes a promotion, 
menu driven services, etc) need to be addressed via the Code of Practice itself. ICSTIS 
will be issuing a consultation document on changes to the Code later this year. These 
matters will be dealt with during the course of that consultation. 
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SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS   
Responses should be submitted no later than 2 April 2004 to:  
 
Suhail Bhat 
Policy Advisor 
ICSTIS 
Clove Building 
4 Maguire Street 
London 
SE1 2NQ 
Tel:   020 7940 7412 
Fax:  020 7940 7456 
Email: sbhat@icstis.org.uk 
http://www.icstis.org.uk 
 
Further copies of this consultation paper are available from:  
 
Charlotte Jordan 
External Affairs and Policy Administrator 
ICSTIS 
Clove Building 
4 Maguire Street 
London 
SE1 2NQ 
 
E-mail: cjordan@icstis.org.uk 
Direct tel: 020 7940 7415 
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